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Abstract. Problem statement. An important requirement is quality assurance of joining 
materials with minimal overheating of materials, lowering the soldering temperature and suppressing 
the interaction of the solder with the materials to be soldered. The heating of the solder and the 
holder should be as uniform as possible and with a minimum temperature difference along the depth. 
One solution may be to develop more efficient solders and fluxes, adapted to the high heating rates 
that are typical when using high frequency currents Purpose. Thus, the problems of uniform heating 
of parts during brazing are relevant. This is necessary for optimal distribution of the electromagnetic 
field in the contact area Methodology. The effect of the heating rate was investigated. The 
composition of the flux and solders on the microstructure of the solders and the brazed seam was 
performed on the joints of HV510 (DIN), HS345 (DIN), HG30 (DIN) hardmetal plates with steel 
holders made of 5135 (USA) steel with a section of 25×20. Results. The research of the processes 
showed that during the contact interaction of low-melting and refractory components of the solders, 
when the tool was soldered, the solder is formed in the seam and proceeds through several stages. 
Practical value. Contact interaction of copper-zinc melts with iron particles does not lead to 
complete dissolution of iron particles. This is explained to the low values of the solubility of iron in 
copper-zinc melts despite the fact that resistive heat release occurs in the particles. Such iron 
particles (iron-based alloy) act as a dispersed phase in the structure of the composite material. 

Keywords: microstructure, sintered mixture, solder burden, inhomogeneous, carbide tools, 
heterogeneity area, brazed seams, intermetallic, solder melt. 

Introduction 
If you use more advanced equipment, new tooling materials, it would provide an improvement in the 

efficiency of metalworking tools. They can be made of hard alloys, superhard materials based on cubic 
boron nitride (CBN) and diamond [1]–[3]. 

The brazed tool is quite popular, despite the overwhelming use in modern metalworking of blade 
tools with replaceable multifaceted inserts made of hard alloys and superhard materials. This is especially 
important for single and small batch production, repair work and unique operations. 

Re-sharpening of blades for specific production conditions and technological combinations 
“processed material – tool material – requirements of the drawing part” allows us to most effectively 
control the processing modes and achieve a given level of parameters of the processed surface [4], [5]. 
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Problem statement 
Toughening cutting conditions and application of new tool materials requires an appropriate 

improvement the strength and reliability of their joint with the body. An important requirement is quality 
assurance of joining materials with minimal overheating of materials, lowering the soldering temperature and 
suppressing the interaction of the solder with the materials to be soldered. The heating of the solder and the 
holder should be as uniform as possible and with a minimum temperature difference along the depth. It is 
quite problematic to fulfill these requirements when soldering parts in induction heating installations using 
non-magnetic solders because the heating of the solder occurs due to heat transfer from the heated holder. 

Heat sources count with induced by high-frequency currents in the solder is small. It is possible to 
significantly increase the heating rate of the solder in the joint if you use fluxes with a melting point 
lowered to 650…750 K. This is due to the convection of the flux melt under the influence of 
magnetodynamic forces that are created by the electromagnetic field of the induction device. Thus, the 
problems of uniform heating of parts during brazing are relevant. One solution may be to develop more 
efficient solders and fluxes, adapted to the high heating rates that are typical when using high frequency 
currents. Also relevant in this technology is the relative position of the inductor and the part. This is 
necessary for optimal distribution of the electromagnetic field in the contact area. 

Review of modern information sources on the subject of the paper 
Nowadays induction brazing is the most common method for making carbide tools. When it is soldered, 

ready-made solders and fluxes, and specialized induction equipment are used [6]–[8]. The efficiency of 
induction heating is determined by many factors: characteristics of the generator and inductor (current 
frequency, proximity effect, etc.), physicochemical characteristics of the materials to be joined [9]–[11]. 
When the generator current frequency increases, then the difference in temperatures on the surface and in 
the depth of the soldered materials sharply rises. Temperature gradients in the near-surface layers of brazed 
materials, differences in thermal conductivity of hard alloys and structural steels, and at the same time high 
brazing temperatures, lead to the formation of cracks in the tool, brazed seams, and oxidation of hard 
alloys [12], [13]. It is possible to neutralize the influence of temperature gradients, differences in the 
physicochemical characteristics of the materials to be joined if the soldering temperatures are reduced. 

Brazing alloys based on Cu-Zn-Ni-Mn systems with brazing temperatures of 1225…1275 K are 
widely used for brazing hard alloy plates to steel holders [10], [11]. Reduced soldering temperature and a 
change in the microstructure of the soldered seams makes it possible to increase their strength and reduce 
the effect of high temperatures on hard alloys. 

Research methods and equipment 
The effect of the heating rate was investigated. The composition of the flux and solders on the 

microstructure of the solders and the brazed seam was performed on the joints of HV510 (DIN), HS345 
(DIN), HG30 (DIN) hardmetal plates with steel holders made of 5135 (USA) steel with a section of 25×20. 
The gap between the working part of the holder and the inductor was chosen in the range of 10…40 mm. A 
single-turn inductor with a conductor cross-section of 12×12 mm was used for the experiment. The size of 
the gap between the inductor and the brazed part of the holder allows to change the drop of temperature in 
the part of the holder - carbide plate. The steel-steel connection was performed on cylindrical specimens 
with a diameter of 10 mm made of Steel 45 by soldering their ends using an annular inductor. 

The choice of the generator frequency is determined by the size and shape of the product. The 
heating of the soldering zone was controlled by moving the part relative to the inductor. A high-frequency 
generator with a power of 80 kW was used as a source heating. The soldering working frequency was 
49.5 kHz. Rates heating were 40…50 K/s. 

The study of the morphology and microstructure of the surfaces of the holders, hardmetal plates, 
brazed joints and processed plates of hard alloys was carried out on scanning electron microscopes VEGA 
TESCAN and MIRAS TESCAN, the MICRO hardware complex, optical microscopes MBS2000 and 
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BMI1. Durometric measurements were performed on a Duramin 5 micro hardness-testing machine. The 
temperature of the carbide cutter insert and the tool body was controlled by an Optris-CT2MH pyrometer 
with a measured temperature range of 660…1775 K. The microstructure of the solders in the brazed joints 
was revealed by etching in a 30% solution of nitric (1 mass fraction) and hydrochloric acid (3 mass fractions). 
As solders, we used a mixture of powders of copper-zinc alloys (L63, PS63), copper-phosphorous alloy 
powder (8% mass fraction) with additives of nickel and iron powders (concentration 10% mass fraction). 
As a flux, we used a composite material in the form of glass particles KBF4 – Na2B4O7 of a eutectic alloy, 
in which there are particles of the KCl – NaCl eutectic in an amount of 10% mass fraction. 

Main part 
The formation of a solder melt in the process of induction heating of a charge from a composite 

solder (Cu-P) 10% mass Fe and a flux begins with the formation of a liquid phase – a flux melt. The 
interaction between the components of the solder takes place in the liquid flux. The process takes place 
after the melt of the low-melting component has been formed. The solder is a three-phase system as the 
solder heats up in the temperature range 1075…1100 K. It consists of a flux melt and suspension interlayer 
from a melt of a low-melting component and particles of a high-melting component (Fig. 1). 

Stratification of the flux melt and liquid metal suspension of the low-melting component takes place 
in the temperature range of 1075…1100 K – the refractory component of the solder. However, flux droplets 
are present in the structure of the liquid-metal suspension (Fig. 1 a, b). A subsequent increase in the 
temperature of the solder until the soldering temperature is reached is accompanied by the dissolution of 
the refractory component in the low-melting point and the interaction of the melt with the holder material. 

  
a b 

  
c d 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of Cu-P-10% mass Fe solder after heating the charge (heating rate 40 K/s): 
a – up to 1000 K; b – up to 1075 K; c – time for keeping 3 s at 1125 K; d – time for keeping 6 s at 1125 K 
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If you continue to increase the temperature of the solder until the soldering temperature is reached, 
then the process is accompanied by the dissolution of the refractory component in the low-melting 
component and the interaction of the melt with the holder material. Depending on the composition of the 
low-melting and refractory components, the rate heating of the solder, the frequency of the electromagnetic 
field, the duration heating and the soldering temperature, solders with different microstructure are formed. 

If the composite solder CuP-10% mass Fe is heated to 1125 K soldering temperature, then it is 
accompanied by the dissolution of iron particles in the melt and a change in the microstructure formed in 
this alloy. The formation of a homogeneous microstructure for the alloy (solder) Cu-Fe-P ends only after 
retention interval the melt at 1125 K during 6 seconds. Iron particles are present in the structure of the 
alloy (Figure 1 b, c) if retention interval is less for the solder melt. The microstructure of solders is a matrix 
of copper alloy. During 1…3 s we did retention interval and temperatures of 1000…1125 K. 

Shapeless clumps of copper-iron-phosphorus alloy are located in it and they are enriched with 
phosphorus and iron. In the matrix of copper alloy (doped with phosphorus and iron) are particles of iron-
phosphorus alloy. The same particles are located in the clumps of the iron-phosphorus-copper alloy 
(Fig. 1, b, c). The use of solders as a low-melting component in the alloy of the Cu-Zn system  
(Cu-36…38% mass Zn) with higher melting temperatures than in the alloys of the Cu-P system changes 
the microstructure of the solders. Iron particles in the copper-zinc melt dissolve if the solder burden is 
heated to a temperature of 1175 K. 

If the duration of retention interval for the melt is increased, it is accompanied by an increase in the 
size of diffusion grains on the surface of iron particles, dissolution of iron particles in a copper-zinc melt, 
and an increase in the size of a copper-zinc-iron alloy (Fig. 2 b). Non-dissolved iron particles are fixed 
after 3 seconds of exposure in the alloy structure (Fig. 2 c).  

Burden heating Cu-38% mass Zn-10 wt.% Fe up to 1200 K led to partial dissolution of iron particles 
in copper-zinc melt (Fig. 2 b). In the structure of the solder there are small (5…10 µm) iron particles, there 
are also larger (40…50 µm) and flux interlayers (Fig. 2 b). A magnification time of retention interval the 
melt (suspension) during 3 seconds at 1200 K led to a decrease in the amount of large (40…50 μm) iron 
particles in the alloy structure. Large iron particles are round and elongated and they are present in the 
structure of the solder. Particles are clumps of smaller particles. This shows that the temperature of the 
particles is higher than the holding (soldering) temperature. Large particles are in the form of clumps and 
they are formed by the coalescence of smaller particles. A subsequent increase in the retention interval 
does not led to the formation of a homogeneous alloy structure. There are areas in the structure of 
individual grains. The composition of which is different from the neighboring areas (and grains). The sizes 
of such areas are 5…10 µm, the size of dendrites is 10…30 µm (Fig. 2 d). 

If we use nickel powder as a refractory component of the solder, this led to the formation of the 
microstructure of the brazed joint (Fig. 3). The microstructure of the solder is represented by grains with an 
inhomogeneous structure, which was obtained by a retention interval during 3 seconds. The composition is 
separated by layers of eutectic (Fig. 3 a). Increasing the retention interval time up to 6 seconds 
homogenizes the microstructure of the solder. However, the structure of the solder contains particles of a 
different composition (Fig. 3 b). 

The structure of the solders differs from the structure of alloys for a similar composition. It does not 
depend on the retention interval time of solders melts for Cu-P-Fe or Cu-Zn-Fe (Ni) systems. For 
metallurgical composition: there are no dendrite forms characteristics of cast alloys; colonies of dendrites 
have a different structure; individual types of structure cannot be attributed to the structures formed during 
crystallization of melts in equilibrium conditions (Figs. 2, 3). 

Alloys (solders) with similar structures can be formed as a result of contact interaction of low-
melting and high-melting components when exposed to a high-frequency electromagnetic field. The 
formations of homogeneous melts composition are in different states of aggregation during the contact 
interaction of two or more components. They have different physical and chemical characteristics. The 
process takes place through a series of stages, which are also influenced by high-frequency electromagnetic 
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effects [15]. Contact interaction in the solid metal – melt system is described within the framework of the 
basic concepts of diffusion kinetics under equilibrium conditions [15], [16]. The process of dissolution for 
a solid metal into a liquid is controlled by the diffusion of atoms in the dissolving metal through the 
diffusion boundary layer. The dimensions depend from hydrodynamic conditions at the solid-melt interface 
[17], [18]. At the interface between solid metal and melt, we have two competing processes: diffusion of 
metal atoms in a solid state in a melt; diffusion of metal atoms in a liquid state into a solid metal [17], [18]. 

  
a b 

  
c d 

Fig. 2. Microstructure of solder Cu-34% mass Zn-10% mass Fe: 
a – heating temperature is 1200 K during 1 s. Heating rate 40 K/s; b – heating temperature is 1200 K during 3 s. 

Heating rate 40 K/s; c – heating temperature is 1200 K during 6 s. Heating rate 40 K/s; d – heating temperature is 
1200 K during 6 s. Heating rate 35 K/s 

Depending on metal-chemical characteristics of the components for solid metal – melt system, the 
diffusion of atoms from liquid metal to solid leads to the formation of intermetallic interlayers at the 
interface. The dimensions are determined by the hydrodynamic conditions at the interface. In accordance 
with these provisions, contact interaction in the systems Cu-P-Fe, (Cu-Zn)-Fe, (Cu-Zn)-Ni should 
ultimately lead to the formation of multicomponent melts. The product alloys should have a structure of 
grains (dendrites) of a complex alloyed solid solution based on copper, interlayers of eutectic and 
intermetallic particles upon cooling. The structure of the alloys will contain particles of nickel, iron with 
diffusion zones on the surface (Fig. 2) at the initial stages of contact interaction. In addition, there are 
undissolved particles of nickel, iron, and also shapeless particles with a higher content of nickel (iron) than 
the surrounding alloy (Figs. 1–3) in the structure of alloys. The formation of such microstructures cannot 
be explained on the basis of only the diffusion kinetic concepts for solid metal dissolution in liquid ones, as 
well as the theory of metal melt crystallization. 
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a b 
Fig. 3. Microstructure of solder Cu-36% mass Zn-10% mass Ni: 

a – heating temperature is 1200 K during 3 s. Heating rate 35 K/s; 
b – heating temperature is 1200 K during 6 s. Heating rate 35 K/s 

Such patterns formation in alloys obtained by contact interaction of refractory and low-melting 
components is possible. For this, the formation conditions need to be influenced by a high-frequency 
electromagnetic field in the formations of structurally inhomogeneous melts. After that, if a structurally 
inhomogeneous liquid-metal solution is cooled, this would reach the end to the formation of other structures 
than when a homogeneous solution is cooled. The formation of structurally inhomogeneous melts is 
possible if the components of the solder of Cu-Zn-Ni systems, Cu-Zn-Ni-Mn systems are heated unevenly. 

Heat generation occurs in iron (nickel) particles, which have an electrical resistance greater than 
low-melting component of the melt. According to morphological features, areas of inhomogeneous 
composition in grains cannot be attributed to any element of the solder microstructure: grains (dendrites), 
eutectic interlayers, intermetallic particles. Despite the differences in composition between the regions, 
there are no clearly defined interfaces (Figs. 2, 3). The areas of composition heterogeneity cross the 
boundaries between grains in separate areas of the solder microstructure. They are common for several 
grains (Fig. 3). It is generally accepted that the optimal structure of the solder in the brazed joint is the 
grain pattern of a complex-alloyed solid solution and ultradispersed particles of intermetallic compounds 
without pores, interlayers of eutectic between the grains [3], [10], [11]. Alloys of the Cu-Zn, Cu-Zn-Ni 
systems have a similar microstructure. As a consequence, solders have been developed for brazing hard 
alloys to steel holders and various grades of steels [2], [10]. An increase in the strength, technological 
(fluidity, chemical resistance) characteristics of solders is achieved mainly by complex alloying. This led 
to an increase in the melting point of the solder, and as a consequence, the soldering temperature rises. The 
introduction of dispersed particles (SiC, WC, etc.) into the composition of solders and the formation of 
composite structures presents significant technological difficulties. But this makes it possible to control the 
dimensions of the solder seam. 

Solders, which are formed in the brazed joints of steel-steel, hard alloy-steel have a structure 
characteristic of composite materials. This occurs during the contact interaction of low-melting and high-
melting components. Dispersed particles of copper alloy are present (with nickel, iron) in the copper alloy 
matrix. Some particles are morphologically associated with the surfaces to be joined (Fig. 4). Solder is 
alloyed by adding metal particles (nickel, iron) in the sintered mixture. This makes it possible to increase the 
concentration of the alloying element and increase the strength of the weld by the mechanism of dispersed 
hardening. The heterogeneity areas in the composition of the alloy (solder) in the brazed joint, which are 
obtained as a result of the interaction between the components of the mixture during brazing. These areas 
are morphologically associated with the surrounding alloy, and they contact adjacent surfaces (Fig. 4).  
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The heterogeneity areas of composition in the solders structure can also be considered as an element 
of their structure. They are similar to a particle of a dispersed (reinforcing) phase in dispersion-hardened 
composite materials. Depending on the metallochemical characteristics of the components in the composite 
solder, the conditions of soldering, the “dispersed phase” can represent an area of heterogeneity 
composition. In the systems Cu-P-Fe, (Cu-Zn)-Ni, (Cu-Zn-Ni-Mn)-Ni, the dispersed phase in solders is 
mainly a heterogeneity area of the composition in the grain. In the systems (Cu-Zn)-Fe, (Cu-Zn-Ni-Mn)-Fe, 
the dispersed phase is predominantly a particle of an iron-zinc-copper alloy (Fig. 4 a). Thus, the use of 
composite solders makes it possible to reduce the soldering temperature by 40…50 K, increase the 
concentration of alloying elements in the solder and change its structure. The indicated advantages of 
composite solders provide a decrease in the thermal effect on the joining materials, an increase in the 
strength of the seam and allow you to control the thickness of the soldered seam. This is important when 
brazing hard alloys of WC-TiC (TaC) systems. 

  
a b 

Fig. 4. Microstructure of solder (a) and soldered seam (b): 
heating rate 40 K/s, soldering temperature 1200 K, time for keeping 4 s; 

a – composite solder Cu-48% mass Zn-10% mass Fe; b – composite solder Cu-48% mass Zn-10% mass Ni 

Conclusions 
The research of the processes showed that during the contact interaction of low-melting and 

refractory components of the solders, when the tool was soldered, the solder is formed in the seam and 
proceeds through several stages. This does not lead to the formation of microstructures that are 
characteristic of alloys based on copper-iron-phosphorus, copper-zinc-nickel, copper-zinc-iron systems. 
High rates of dissolution of nickel particles in copper-zinc melts are due to the convection movement of the 
melt. Because it is affected by magnetic dynamic forces, resistive heat release in nickel (iron) particles, 
high values of nickel solubility in copper-zinc melts and copper solubility in nickel at the soldering 
temperature. This melt consists of a low-melting component. High initial dissolution rates of nickel 
particles in copper-zinc melts and solubility of copper and zinc in nickel led to the formation of quasi-
liquid particles of nickel alloy in the melt. 

When the melt is cooled, the particles are formed with a composition different from the surrounding 
alloy and they are morphologically related to the grain structure of the solder. The resulting alloy (solder) 
has the structure of a composite material. Alloy particles are nickel-enriched. They contribute to the 
reinforcing element. Contact interaction of copper-zinc melts with iron particles does not lead to complete 
dissolution of iron particles. This is explained to the low values of the solubility of iron in copper-zinc 
melts despite the fact that resistive heat release occurs in the particles. Such iron particles (iron-based 
alloy) act as a dispersed phase in the structure of the composite material. 
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